Sept. 14, 41

Sowed the Rio Grande just below the diversion dam north of the Central Ave Bridge. We used the 95' seine, was aided by Frederick W., Woman and Earl Camp. Worked 9:20 till 12:20 P.M.

About two thirds of the seine seemed to be directed into the local irrigation ditches. The seine seemed to be about 220 feet across. The depth was mostly between 1 and two feet. A few of the holes just below the weir dam were 4 1/2 feet deep. Current moderate, bottom mostly silt a few small gravel and rubble patches. Water quite very turbid. Except immediately below dam, the pools are essentially non-existent. Shore - high earth bank on west, forms an east wide mud flats between each and the water. Stream about normal height. Fish were scarce. Less than a gallon all told being taken.

Food poor. Air 76, W 69.5 F 12:20 P.M. Partly cloudy. All fish mackerel.